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Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ion Oklahoma Online, one of Oklahoma’s fastest growing online digital lifestyle
magazines and news-entertainment website.
In just a short 48 months the ion Oklahoma website, www.ionok.com has over 33,311 opt-in
subscribers in the database. From the past 24 printed editions of ion Oklahoma we have
experienced enjoyed growth from 44,608 free downloaded copies to 147,863 downloaded free
copies in 2014.
We have made it a very simple and easy process to download FREE all of our digital editions
direct to the computers, notebooks, tablets, or mobile devices of your choice. Also at ion
Oklahoma we are downloading weekly our “Special Editions” Eye On The Weekend, BonAppetit
Oklahoma, Thunder Fast Break, and in February 2015 we will be launching Eye ON The Movies.
Our readers are guiding us every month and along the way with their wonderful feedback and
input. Everyday we are receiving more and more emails with suggestions for successful, and
thought provoking stories and events to write about. We welcome and encourage your input.
Also, we attribute our initial successes to the quality of the photography, editorial content, and
website design elements that are very easy to browse and maneuver.
Our ionok.com website is very user friendly and most all content is only two mouse clicks away.
Easy access has been our goal from the very beginning. For example, our website visitors are only
“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

2 clicks away from sharing information with friends, posting on facebook, and twitter or
downloading their favorite photos from events they attend.
The ion Oklahoma website is tracked daily by Google Analytics. During the 2014 there have
been 74,155 people who have visited www.ionok.com. There have been 99,396 total visits and
379,438 page views. The average time on our site has been 2 minutes and 57 seconds.
I personally want to thank our loyal subscribers, followers, friends, professional staff members,
and advertisers who enjoy what we publish and are always challenging us to deliver the very

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

best editorial.
Everyday we are encouraged by the feedback we receive and suggestions for publishing more
and more stories about Oklahoma people, events, and style.
Don Swift
Publisher ion Oklahoma
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The Bestselling Book by Kent Frates

Oklahoma’s Most Notorious Cases
Six cases that remain the
talk of the courtroom
Oklahoma has had more than its share of
sensational legal battles with national
ramifications, but for the first time in one
volume, attorney/historian Kent Frates
reveals the facts behind six cases that
helped shape the history of the
state—and the nation.
From bloody murders, to political
scandal, to the horrific act of
domestic terrorism known as
the Oklahoma City Bombing,
OKLAHOMA’S MOST NOTORIOUS CASES
captures the stories, the times, and

Only

the import of these landmark trials.

Read the book that inspired the serial
podcast We Will Always Remember
(RealMysteries.us | weekly Feb. 12 to April 23)
www.

Order now by visiting

OkMostNotoriousCases.com

or calling toll free 877.536.7634

$24
Includes 16 pages
of historic photos!

available at
Full Circle Bookstore, OKC
Best of Books, Edmond
The Bookseller, Ardmore
The Book Place, Broken Arrow

and Barnes & Noble
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Oklahoma Law School Dean Joseph Harroz in the Boren Atrium with students

COVER

Innovation Elevates OU Law Program
University of Oklahoma College of Law
by Tim Farley
Cover photo by Shevaun Williams

U

niversity of Oklahoma Law School Dean
Joseph Harroz asked the right questions
and walked away with some innovative,
creative answers that have elevated the
OU program among the most elite in the nation.
Now in his fifth year as the law school dean, Harroz and his
law faculty are preparing the OU students not only for a job, but
a career that will benefit society at large. With the highest
ranking of any law school in Oklahoma, the OU law program
offers one of the best values in the nation as well.
“We are teaching the next great generation of lawyers and we
are at a price that allows students to pursue the career of their
dreams and you can’t beat the legal education itself,” Harroz
said. “Whether it’s teaching them about service to their clients
or service to society, this is not just about a career.”
Patterning itself after the College of Medicine’s white coat
ceremony, the law school requires all first year students to
participate in an Owl ceremony, which symbolizes wisdom. At
that time, the students take a professionalism oath and are
presented with a copy of the U.S. Constitution, a document they
will all vow to uphold during their careers.
“We want them to understand what role lawyers play in
society,” Harroz said.

Oklahoma Law School Dean Joseph Harroz
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Academic Convocation.

It’s not solely about representing clients who pay
legal fees, but also protecting the rights of people who
can’t afford an attorney. According to Harroz, 98
percent of all OU law school students participate in a
pro bono program, giving 50 to 100 hours of free time to
represent indigent people with a wide variety of legal
problems.
“We’ve jumped from 4,000 hours of pro bono time to
15,000 hours in the last four years,” the dean said.
“Typically, you’ll see them helping children and victims
of domestic abuse.”
In addition, funding for OU’s public interest fellowships
have increased allowing law school students to assist
prosecutors and defense attorneys in criminal cases.
“We want students to have a broad base of
experience. We want them to have a mindset to be a
professional and someone who serves others. Lawyers
16 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH 2015

are there when someone who is going through one of the
greatest crisis in their lives.”

Evolving curriculum
One of the questions Harroz asked after being hired
as law school dean was how could he and his staff
create an educational experience that is world class.
For the past 100 years, law school education hadn’t
changed much.
“You come to class, listen to the professor lecture and
take one test at the end of the semester,” he said. “It
seemed like we needed to be more progressive,
especially with the era of specialization. We saw the
need for a greater portfolio of options.”
The answer to the question was to create more joint
degrees and certificates that would add to the juris
doctorate students eventually earn. For example, OU’s

law school now offers a master’s in health administration to go along with the law degree. Since OU is a
comprehensive research university with a world class
medical school, that particular offering has become
“very useful and sought after,” Harroz said.
In addition, OU offers a three-year MBA-juris
doctorate degree for students who want to specialize in
corporate and business law. Then, there’s certificates
law school grads can earn with specialties in business
and entrepreneurship, litigation, Native Peoples law
and energy and natural resources.
“It’s a way to come out of law school with more
emphasis in one area,” Harroz said.
During a law student’s time
at OU, there are new types of
classes that will enhance the
overall education. For
instance, Harroz
implemented simulations that
allow students to experience
how one company buys
another.
“We have two real
companies and we create a
fake transaction that gives
the students the chance to
know what occurs if one firm
merges with another. How do you handle the financing?
They experience the due diligence that occurs on both
sides of the transaction,” he said.
In another case, students who want to specialize in
energy law go to well sites to see how an oil and gas
company functions in the real world.
The OU law school also offers clinics that allow
students to help people who have been charged with
misdemeanors or have family/domestic problems. In all
these cases, the students are supervised by their law
professors.

graduated from OU law school, including OU President
David Boren, Oklahoma State University President Burns
Hargis, Oklahoma City University President Robert
Henry, former Oklahoma Attorney General Mike Turpen,
former Oklahoma County District Attorney Andy Coats
and Oklahoma Supreme Court Justice Steven Taylor.
Those men graduated years ago and the law school
landscape nationally has drastically changed since they
were at OU.
“Now, you have to ask ‘Is this working?’ Harroz said,
referring to the number of law school admissions
nationwide. “There’s been a decrease of 50 percent and
there are number of school in free fall right now. The
big question is how are you
doing in the context of this
change.”
Apparently, OU is excelling
in a racially changing law
school environment, according
to Harroz.
In the last two years, OU has
been in the top 10 percent in
terms of the undergrad grade
point averages and Law School
Admission Test results
students are achieving.
“That puts us in unusual
company,” the dean said. “We actually have grown in
those areas.”
OU also is at the top of the list for law school grads
who have obtained long-term jobs.

In the last two years, OU
has been in the top 10
percent in terms of the
undergrad grade point
averages and Law
School Admission Test
results

In the beginning
From the first day of law school, OU students are
assigned a career counselor whose job is to monitor the
classes they take and help them decide on a potential
career path.
“It’s not just getting a job at some firm, but you’re
building a career,” Harroz said.
Many successful and notable attorneys have

Noble profession
For decades, lawyer jokes have become common
place. For instance, why won’t sharks attack lawyers?
Answer: Professional courtesy. How do you know when
a lawyer is lying? Answer: His lips are moving.
Harroz acknowledges the lawyer humor and said in
some instances the jokes are deserved. But overall, he
contends, the law remains a noble profession.
“What you do doesn’t just influence the person you’re
working for or with, but also society,” he said. “I think
the criticism we, as lawyers, receive stems from the
importance of our role in this country. On a global
basis, what’s the most important economy besides ours?
China’s is. But there, there is no rule of law. You can’t
seek and get justice if you need it.”
FEBRUARY/MARCH 2015 ionOklahoma 17

Harroz with United States Supreme Court Justice Sotomayor.

The key to America’s juris prudence system is due
process advocacy, a process that allows people to
resolve disputes in a way that is peaceful, Harroz said.
During his career as a lawyer, Harroz has handled an
untold number of cases, most of them in higher
education where he has worked for 20 years and as a
private lawyer in Oklahoma City.
Prior to landing in the dean’s office, Harroz was OU’s
general counsel for 12 years. He’s also worked as a
commercial litigator at Oklahoma City’s Crowe &
Dunleavy firm and also managed a publicly-traded
healthcare company for two years.

Facilities
The OU law school building, known as Andrew M.
Coats Hall, is one of the finest in the nation. It includes
the Dick Bell Courtroom, one of the largest and most
technologically advanced courtrooms in the country.
18 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH 2015

The 250-seat courtroom has hosted appellate cases
from both the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals
(including a death penalty appeal) and the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 10th Circuit, as well as civil trials from
the U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Oklahoma. Interestingly, the audience seats originally
were used at Radio City Music Hall in New York City.
Another fascinating part of the OU law school is the
Donald E. Pray Law Library, which provides a
comfortable and modern setting for studying and
conducting legal research. Students, faculty, attorneys
and public patrons have access to all major legal
databases, many specialty databases and an extensive
print collection.
The current law library, built in 2002, has 52,600
square feet and holds 370,000 volumes of law books. It
has 50 computer stations and seats 425 people. n

BUSINESS
Believe it or not
Some Oklahomans Still Without Broadband Internet
By Tim Farley

I

n 2015, it’s difficult to believe that 25 percent of Oklahomans are
without the Internet, a number that falls in line with similar national
figures.

Believe it or not, it’s true, said Kerry Conn, chief operating ofﬁcer for AtLink Services, which is
based in Oklahoma City.
“Oklahoma is 49th out of 50 states in connection with broadband development,” she said
during a recent interview with ionok.com
According to Conn, 64 percent of all Oklahomans high-speed broadband compared to 98
percent in New Jersey. At the same time, Oklahoma is full of rural pockets with small
populations, a mixture that doesn’t bode well for broadband development.
But as AtLink spokesman Lance Maxey said, areas without high-speed Internet will be left off
the map, blowing away just like the ghost towns of old. That’s why AtLink is working in rural
Oklahoma towns like Washington, Bromide, Tishomingo and Inola. They’re certainly not large
metro areas or even towns with a city hall, but they still have residents with a need for the
Internet.
The two biggest needs for high-speed broadband are education and business recruitment,
Maxey said.
“Without the Internet, cities like Washington would dry up,” he said. “Without broadband,
you’re not able to bring companies to your city or your area. When cities look to bid to attract
companies, having broadband is important. Without that, they are passed up.”
Coon used Wapanucka, OK, as an example of a small town that is behind the times. A small
gas station there only takes cash and no credit cards because the Internet isn’t available.
“Nobody is going to build a gas station anywhere without the ability to use a credit card
machine,” she said.
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From an educational viewpoint, students may be left
behind without access to the Internet, a place where most
research is conducted.
“Testing is done on the Internet and more academic work
is completed using it. Many families are moving to areas
where their children can ﬂourish academically, which is
another reason towns will dry up,” Maxey said. “We’re
involved with these smaller communities because they
should have the same opportunities as their metro
counterparts.”
AtLink works with communities to build towers in the
remote locations so the access is available for customers
and for wireless companies. The cost of a tower is about
$350,000 and wireless ﬁrms can lease space for about
$2,000 a month.
Typically, AtLink works with small towns of about 100
residents. At the same time, the company is working with
different school districts to enhance the educational
experience. Currently, there are about 200 Oklahoma school
districts with no broadband or inadequate Internet service,
Coon said.
“Swink schools are a good example. They have great
broadband at school but the kids don’t have it at home. You
just assume people have it,” she said.
Marble City, a small community located in the eastern
part of the state, has a 40 percent dropout rate because
there is no broadband access.
“They have a lot of assignments so students have to
drive either to Sallisaw to do their homework, families move
away or the students drop out,” Coon said.
Additionally, broadband access will allow families to stay
connected through Facebook, Skype and other social media.
“Primarily, it’s a business decision where we build a
tower, but social welfare is considered,” she said. “When
we get someone service for the ﬁrst time, they cry, bake us
cookies and give us hugs. Getting someone service provides
us with more than dollars and cents.” n
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Oklahoma City Community College presents

MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER
with special guest Aoife O’Donovan

Monday, March 30, 7:00 P.M.
Tickets: $28–$52

OCCC Visual and Performing Arts Center Theater
Oklahoma City Community College • 7777 South May Avenue

FASHION
What’s in store?
Plenty at Dillard’s, Penn Square
Story and photos by Linda Miller

C

hange isn’t new to Dillard’s in Penn
Square Mall, one of the department
store chain’s top performing stores.

Sometimes the changes are sweeping, impossible not to
notice. Like in 1992 when Dillard’s expanded into the
former Rothschild’s space.
Then again in 2002 when Dillard’s opened its doubleheader, moving out of the Rothschild’s space and shifting
men’s, children’s and home goods, along with a new
furniture department, to the mall’s east end when
Montgomery Ward shuttered operations.
Other changes over the years may have been less
extensive, but 2008’s remodel and boost of the jewelry and
handbag departments with more upscale brands, better
lighting and new displays really resonated with customers.
Now there’s more to talk about and see. Last year
wrapped up numerous additions, further transitioning the
large store into a boutique type shopping atmosphere but
with more depth and more assortments.
“That’s exactly who we are,” said store manager Brad
Baker. “We are a department store made up of
departments/shops within the store. Some people call it a
store within a store concept. A shop within a shop. Eileen
Fisher, for example, is a shop within a shop. It’s its own
shop within our bridge environment.”
Blue mannequins give a modern and
contemporary feel to the Antonio Milani shop.
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The Kate Spade handbag shop is bright and airy with distinctive fixtures and flooring at Dillard’s, Penn Square.

The shop concept extends to the men’s department,
too, with Polo, Calvin Klein, Daniel Cremieux, Michael
Kors and the new Hart Shaffner Marx sportswear.
Baker said 2014 was a busy year as several new
shops and expansions were completed, including the
Polo for Women shop upstairs, Michael Kors handbag
shop remodel and expansion and the launch of Kate
Spade handbags in its own shop with distinctive
fixtures and flooring.
Also new is the Edge shop in cosmetics. It showcases
contemporary displays for new-to-the-store Smashbox,
Stila, Anastasia, Butter London, Xen Tan, Luminess,
SimpleHuman makeup mirrors, Sarahpotempa,
Glamglow and T3, along with more prominent exposure
for Bliss, Philosophy, Napoleon Perdis, Dermablend,
Osmotics, Strivectin and Clarisonic.
Jimmy Choo and Vera Bradley sunglasses were added
to an extensive collection that already included
Versace, Coach, Marc Jacobs, Ray Ban, Bobbi Brown,
BCBG Max Azria, Maui Jim, Burberry, Oakley and
Vince Camuto. Like the Edge, the sunglass shop is
modern, open and well-lit, making it easy for customers
to try on different styles until they find the perfect one.
“I think everything we’ve added really gives a more
modern and contemporary feel,” said Leigh Randall,
24 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH 2015

area sales manager for bridge, contemporary and
modern ladies apparel. … It all looks much more like
an upscale and high-end department store.”
High-end certainly hangs in the handbag department,
with tremendous growth for Kate Spade, Marc by Marc
Jacobs, Brahmin and Michael Kors.
“As a company, I think we’re trying to follow what the
consumers are looking for as we go down our path,”
Baker said. “In some cases, you try to lead the
consumer in the direction fashion is moving, but
sometimes you’re following the direction the customer
is going.”
Often, the store’s relationship with a designer or
brand starts with one item such as a fragrance. That
happened with Kate Spade. Tory Burch fragrance will
be in the stores soon, and perhaps it too will be the
baby step that leads to placement of other Tory Burch
products.
Though the Dillard’s chain is large with about 300
stores, the Penn Square store’s relationship with buyers
is close. It’s not unusual for buyers to reach out to
individual sales people for feedback. And the buyers
are open to calls from department managers.
“We have a lot of input and a lot of interaction with
our buyers,” Randall said. “If we’re on the street and

The new Polo for Women shop
at Dillard’s, Penn Square.

The Edge, a new shop in cosmetics,
gives more exposure to several beauty lines.

Michael Kors jewelry, always popular.

see a brand we think we can sell, asking is free.”
And encouraged.
The Penn Square store also is a test site for some
items, including UGG sleepwear. After a successful
run in Oklahoma City, it rolled out to other stores
across the country.
As expected, new departments and brands
regularly are added to the current lineup. A new
department is being created for plus-size junior
apparel. Trina Turk Recreation active wear is in
stores now, as are Simone Perele and Huit in
lingerie. Watch for OnGossamer and Jonquil there
soon. Psycho Bunny, a contemporary, edgy line, will
find a spot in the men’s department. James Avery is
coming to the jewelry department.
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And, yes, there’s a James Avery store in the same
mall. There’s also a Coach store and a Michael Kors
store just steps away. But both those brands sell
extremely well at the Dillard’s store as evidenced by
the newly remodeled Michael Kors handbag shop.
While 2014 was a busy year with additions and
expansions, more changes may come, maybe ones
that store management doesn’t even know are in the
works. That’s what happens to a top-performing
store.
“For some reason top management in the company
has decided this is more of a regional draw in
Oklahoma City and the facts bear it out,” Baker said.
“They put more capital improvement money in this
plant to keep us on the leading edge.” n

FASHION

SPRING

AWAKENING
Fashion tempts with pretty
colors, bold prints
by Linda Miller

W

inter’s not over, but no one can
be blamed for thinking ahead to
warm days and lightweight
clothes.

Spring brings new possibilities, a rebirth. Even to the
closet.
After months of heavy layers, who wouldn’t look
forward to mesh, lace and cut-out details? Bermuda
shorts and shirt dresses?
Oh, but there’s more. Flowing dresses, bohemian
styles, fringe, and rocker styles mimic the 1970s.
Denim gets reinvented, leather goes paper-thin and
athletic inﬂuences are still in the game. Get ready for
kimonos.
And what would spring be without tropical prints,
romantic ﬂorals, gingham and polka dots? No need to
wonder because there’s plenty to go around. White looks
to be the color to embrace along with powdery pastels,
aquamarine, Kelly green, red, khaki, hot pink and yellow.
But what are those in the fashion business excited
about come spring? What’s got them yearning for warm
weather?
10 Crosby Derek Lam white pants and top available at Balliets.
Photo provided
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Loeffler Randall Paz slides available at Balliets.
Photo provided.

Jayme Hale, buyer for CK & Co.: “Anyone who knows me
knows how much I love white jeans. A pair with net panels on
the bottom is a contemporary twist on the classic, especially
when worn with a colorful suede jacket, the perfect piece for
layering. This fun, fresh look by Elie Tahari will deﬁnitely have
a place in my closet. Nothing says spring to me quite like the
beautiful colors of peach, turquoise and lilac. What a great
way to add a pop of color to anyone’s wardrobe.”
Danielle Keogh, owner of Liberté: “Spring is always such a
refreshing season, which makes us all happy. This season,
I really love that designers chose to be more vivid in their
prints compared to previous years. There is a nice mix of
ﬂorals and geometry, as well as brights and pastels.”
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Elie Tahari suede jacket with skinny jeans accented
with net panels available at CK & Co. Photo provided.

Barbara Jansen, clothing and shoe buyer for Balliets: “For
spring, there has been such an emphasis on sport
inspired footwear. Slide sandals with lug treads will certainly
make an impact on fashion this spring. I can’t wait to wear
my Loefﬂer Randall Paz slides with a playful romper to make
the look a little more feminine.”
Cindi Shelby, owner of R Meyers: “Thanks to last summer’s
World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics, there’s a Brazilian
inﬂuence with exotic colors and prints from palms to abstract
tropical ﬂorals. Fall was really fairly dark. I’m happy to see the
explosion of color again. There’s also a revival of the 1970s
with skinny ﬂare pants, crop tops and slits, but the looks can
be more wearable than what was seen on the runway. It’s nice
to see new silhouettes.” n

Ted Baker pink print dress available at Liberté.
Photo by Shevaun Williams

Nicole Miller palm print skirt and halter top available at R Meyers.
Photo provided.
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REVIEW
“Anompolichi: The Wordmaster”
by Linda Miller

A

nompolichi: The Wordmaster” begins with a journey,
a fitting start since this is Phillip Carroll Morgan’s
first novel after books rooted in history that profiled
Chickasaw women, tribal governors and experiences
that shaped them in the 20th Century.

It is Morgan’s understanding of native history and culture, though, that allows
him to take a step back to the 14th century and develop a tale of adventure,
strength, courage and compelling characters in the ancient realm of what might
have been.
Iskifa’s journey begins when a white man comes to him in his dream. The elder
learned long ago to trust and not question these dreams. He set out for the coast to
find and save the pale-skinned man who emerged out of the water in his dream.

Phillip Carroll Morgan
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For Scottish sailor Robert Williams, his journey took a
deadly turn after a six-day gale shredded his boat and
swallowed the crew. Only he and Lizbeth, a goat that was
being transported to the King, survived after being pushed
by the waves to rest on a shore so far off course he couldn’t
even guess.
Iskifa is a wordmaster, one of many responsible for
communication between the tribes. He is fascinated with
the white man and his language. Despite being from
two different worlds with communication strained,
an unlikely trust develops.
The three walk for days, and everywhere the
white man and his strange animal create a
sensation. Robert is protective of Lizabeth. She is
the only connection to his previous life, and he
holds her close.
As they travel, Iskifa introduces Robert to a
wordmaster apprentice, a young woman who
learned to speak English from a man who crossed
the ocean and lived in her city. Robert nearly
cries with joy when she speaks his language, hope
brewing that he may soon find a way home.
Because others do not trust Robert as much as
Iskifa and apprentice Taloa, he is ordered to
travel with her to the much-anticipated stickball
games between the Yukpan and Allahashi people.
Iskifa, an uneasy feeling settling over him,
returns home, wondering if he will ever see
Robert again.
Unbeknownst to Robert and Taloa, danger and
deception await at the stickball games. But once
again a dream comes to Iskifa, a warning of
death and destruction. He then sets out on
another journey he hopes will end with finding
Taloa and Robert alive.
Morgan (Choctaw/Chickasaw), an awardwinning author and poet, also wrote “Chickasaw
Renaissance” and “Riding Out the Storm: 19th
Century Chickasaw Governors and Their Intellectual
Legacy,” and co-authored “Dynamic Chickasaw Women.”
“Anompolichi: The Wordmaster”
($24.95, White Dog Press)
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PEOPLE

All Fall Down
A Book Buzz Interview with Ally Carter
by Lucie Smoker

B

estselling young adult author, Ally Carter, was shaped by her
Oklahoma upbringing. In her new mystery, 16-year-old Grace
Blakely knows her mother was murdered. She witnessed the
whole thing. Now nobody believes her. Labeled crazy and
difficult, she’s banished to grandfather’s place—the
cloistered American embassy in Atria where he’s the
ambassador.
The embassy walls feel like they’re closing in, but Grace is determined to
track down who killed her mom ... and if she doesn’t stop it, she isn’t the
only one who will get hurt. On Embassy Row, the countries of the world stand
like dominoes, and one wrong move can make them all fall down.
I tracked down Ally to ask about. All Fall Down, her new series and what’s
next.
Ion: In All Fall Down, Grace may be a rebel, but she caught my attention with
raw sensitivity and frank intelligence. “My life is a never-ending
conversation of the things that people do not say.” Tell us about your
inspiration for her.
Ally: Thank you! I had been wanting to write a series about the teens who live on
embassy row for several years, but I couldn’t get to it right away because I
had other projects under contract. Then when I was ﬁnally able to roll up my
sleeves and get to work I had to start thinking about who this main character
would be. Why would she come to this strange place? What life-changing event
has brought her here and what impact has this had on her?
In the end I didn’t so much come up with Grace as Grace just came to me. Once I ﬁgured
out that she had witnessed her mother’s murder everything just started coming together.
She is a very sad kid, but also incredibly resilient. Writing her is a privilege.
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Ion: Her taut family relationships stand out as both fantastical against the exotic setting,
and real, true to everyday life. How many of us might say this about a relative? “Some
people would call my grandfather callous, unfeeling. Cold. In truth, he’s none of those
things. And he’s all of those things.” What is it about your own life that empowers such
insight?
Ally: At the end of the day I think we just have to remember that characters are people—or
are supposed to feel that way. I love stories that show us that even classic archetypes
are more than what we see at first glance. My favorite book is TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD,
and I remember reading that great line about how you shouldn’t judge a person until
you’ve walked in their shoes (but just standing on Boo Radley’s porch was close
enough).
So that’s something I always try to keep in mind. I have an obligation to spend time on
every character’s porch.
Ion: Grace’s situation within an American embassy threatens international implications for
every misstep but it’s the rooftop, the window seat and her new bedroom that signal the
most danger for her. What is your danger spot? Do you write there?
Ally: That is a tricky question for a writer! From a productivity standpoint, my “danger spot”
is anywhere there is wifi access. It is so easy to go down a rabbit hole and lose three
hours before you’ve even begun. So I have all kinds of tricks—programs that turn off
the internet on my computer; a word processor that doesn’t connect to the internet at
all. Writing is an exercise in self-discipline, and anything I can do to help that along is
essential.
Ion: You grew up in Oklahoma but have traveled the world through your work. What special
something from your home state gives you the most strength?
Ally: I mention that I’m from Oklahoma at probably almost every tour stop, and it comes up in
almost every interview. I’m just so proud to be from Oklahoma, and I have come to
realize that that has shaped a big part of who I am. And not only am I from Oklahoma,
but I’m from a farm in Oklahoma. Sometimes that feels like ninety percent of who I am.
The work ethic and persistence that I saw every day of my childhood plays a huge role in
my career. Especially early on when I was trying to write and maintain a day job. When
you’re up writing well into the night and you haven’t had a break in weeks, it’s helpful to
think back on how hard my parents always worked and the lessons they taught me. It is
probably the only reason I kept going.
Ion: What are your plans for the Embassy Row series and what else are you working on?
Ally: I’m working on the sequel right now, and it’s so wonderful to be able to go even deeper
into the story and show more of this crazy and interesting world. Book two will be out in
about a year, and there will likely be three books total. Of course, we writers always have
far more ideas of things we want to write than time to write them. I’m very excited to be
writing for teens and young adults and plan to keep doing so for a good long while.
Read more about Ally at http://allycarter.com/ and about Lucie at http://luciesmoker.wordpress.com
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Ally Carter
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ART
Michele Mikesell’s ‘Cautionary Tales’ paintings
featured at JRB Art at the Elms
JRB Art at The Elms highlights “Cautionary Tales,” a series of compelling new
paintings by Michele Mikesell, whose work will be on display through February 29.
Mikesell’s work explores the universal human
experience. Common themes include the
connectedness between human ideas and animal
instinct. Irony, contradiction, humor and tragedy are
prevalent throughout her work. Along with the strong
subject matter, Mikesell’s paintings are process
intensive. By wiping, scraping and sanding layers of
paint, she builds up a surface that culminates into a
pristine slick ﬁnish, resulting in a contrasting yet
uniform aesthetic.
“In the 13 years that we have exhibited Michele’s
work, I continue to be amazed at her insight into the
psychology of human and animal behavior as well as
the skill and variety of her presentation,” said gallery
director Joy Reed Belt. “This new body of work is
sophisticated, expertly crafted, and vividly
communicates the myriad of emotions experienced by
all living creatures.”
Mikesell earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts with a
minor in graphic design from Texas Women’s
University in Denton, Texas, and completed her Master
of Fine Arts at the University of Oklahoma. She
currently lives in Dallas and paints full time in her
Oak Cliff studio.
Mikesell’s work can be found internationally in many
Hilaire Belloc
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Clockwise from top, Godolphin Horne, Bird On A Wire, A Cautionary Tale.

private and corporate collections, and has been exhibited in
many prestigious National and International Art Fairs including
Scope and Aqua Fair in conjunction with Miami Art Basel, Scope
New York and Basel Switzerland, The Hong Kong Contemporary,
Art Santa Fe, and the Affordable Art Fair Brussels, London,
Singapore, New York, Mexico, and Hong Kong.
JRB Art Gallery is located in Oklahoma City’s Paseo District. n
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PEOPLE
Todd’s Tour

Seventy Seven in 77
COUNTIES

DAYS

Lieutenant Governor wants to hear Oklahomans’ views

OKLAHOMA LT. GOVERNOR TODD LAMB plans to
visit all of Oklahoma’s 77 counties during the first 77
days of 2015.
The tour started in January in Woods County with
Speaker of the House Jeff Hickman. When the tour is
completed in March it will mark Lamb’s fifth official tour
of all 77 counties as Lt. Governor and his seventh 77county tour during his career.
“Every year I make it a priority to be accessible to the
people of Oklahoma. The best way to accomplish that
goal is to visit with the citizens of Oklahoma where they
live and work,” he said. “Having personal face to face
interaction with Oklahomans across the state will allow
them to have their ideas and suggestions heard without
them having to come all the way to Oklahoma City.”
This year’s tour will include stops at local businesses,
civic speeches, tourism destinations, town hall meetings,
local media outlets, county court houses and education
stops at higher education, common education and career
technology centers.
The tour can be followed on social media using the
#77in77days. n
Oklahoma Lt. Governor Lamb visits with a soldier.
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Above, Lamb (center) with business executives.
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Broadway 10 was originally
the Buick Building

DINING

offers glimpse of New York-style restaurant
By Greg Horton

T

he first restaurant from Provision
Concepts is now open in
Automobile Alley. Broadway 10
Bar & Chophouse is the newest
steakhouse in Oklahoma City, and it’s led
by two Hal Smith Restaurant Group
veterans: Jeff Dixon and Aaron Soward.
Both had senior management positions at Red
Rock Grill and Upper Crust Pizza respectively.
Broadway 10 is beautiful, a word that tends to be
overused, but there really is no other way to
describe the 8,000-square-foot facility. The location
was originally the Buick Building, but when the
team started work, the facility had sat empty for
three decades. Much of the ambience comes from
the details that remain from the original automobile
showroom, including mosaic tiles in the ﬂoor
leading up to the original staircase. The stairs lead
to a mezzanine — also original — that overlooks
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much of the dining room below.
The design team from Brian Fitzsimmons Architects created
an amazing fusion of original facility with refurbished
functionality, using warm colors interspersed with modern
touches and a variety of seating options, including private
dining rooms. One of the elements that stand out immediately
is the excellent use of moving space. Servers and patrons
aren’t crushed together in narrow aisles. There is plenty of
space to move around, but the incredibly large space never
feels cavernous or too expansive.
Just inside the main entrance on the Broadway side of
Broadway and NW 10th is the bar, a large, rectangular space
with more bar top seating for 31 people, making it one of the
largest in the city. The bar is full service, and the by the glass
wine list is outstanding, a very important detail in a ﬁne
Perfectly grilled Filet
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dining restaurant. The bottle list is impressive, and prices
are surprisingly good. Dixon said they kept the prices down
intentionally to encourage people to enjoy wine with their
meal.
Broadway 10’s menu is not exactly straight chophouse,
although the prime steaks are certainly the main feature.
Guests might be surprised to see a small selection of sushi
rolls on the menu as well. Dixon said he loves sushi, and
rather than make some kind of Asian fusion restaurant, they
just added rolls to the chophouse menu as an option. It works
really well. The Dolce roll was a favorite. It features shrimp,
toasted coconut, macadamia and mango with a spicy sauce.
It is much like a sushi macaroon, in a good way.
In addition to the prime steaks, Broadway 10 offers prime

pork chops, lamb rack, veal chops, and an American
Wagyu ribeye. The main courses are accompanied by a
side, of which there are several delicious options. The
sweet potato gratin is actually a mix of russets and sweet
potatoes baked with boursin and cheddar cheeses. It’s
heavy, rich, and perfect with the steaks. Thankfully,
Broadway 10 has bucked the trend of steakhouses going a
la carte with its menu, meaning your ﬁnal tab will be
consistent or less expensive than competing concepts.
Lunch features a scaled down steak and chops menu,
and the sushi rolls are still available. Wisely, Soward and
Dixon opted to add a $10 burger to the lunch menu,
making it competitively priced for lunch in the downtown
and Midtown area. The burger is made from the trimmings
of the sirloin, so it’s choice beef ground in-house.
Reservations are highly recommended, especially on
weekends. There are two private dining rooms that can be
reserved by contacting the restaurant directly. n

Fish and
seafood are
popular
offerings.
Top to bottom:
Shrimp,
Spicy Tuna,
and Bass

DINING

KANG’S:
Living the American Dream
by Mindy Ragan Wood

A

merica has always been known as the land of
opportunity where anyone can realize their
dreams through hard work, determination, and
hope. The Nhin family will tell you from
experience, the United States is still where dreams
become reality.

Kang and Mary Nhin are the owners of a successful
restaurant enterprise. Kang’s Sushi Bar and Bistro of Edmond
opened its doors in 2005 as a posh, swanky sushi bar with
diverse menu items from the ﬂavors of China, Japan, Vietnam,
and Thailand. In 2010 they opened the ﬁrst of four Nhinja
Sushi & Wok, a modern and hip Asian restaurant with a
streamlined menu and atmosphere more welcoming to
families with young children.
The Nhin family immigrated from China to Oklahoma when
Kang was 7-years-old, the youngest in his family. His family
moved into a 1,600 square foot home with 26 other family
members who were all pursuing the American dream. Without
any understanding of the English language or culture, it was
a tall climb up the ladder of success for everyone.
In the early days of his life in America, Kang spent a lot of
time with his brother and sisters who all worked in the
restaurant industry. His interest in cooking ignited when his
brother took Kang to work with him.
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“I would sit in the kitchen and watch everyone work. I
learned cooking was very interesting,” he said. “I was very
fascinated. I would just watch him cook, and I said to myself,
‘I think I can do that.’”
Although Kang excelled at basketball, his mother
encouraged him to pursue the culinary arts. He gave up sports
and focused on cooking. In 2004 when Kang and Mary decided
to open Kang’s Sushi Bar and Bistro, it was a gamble. They
invested the sale of Mary’s day spa business, but it wasn’t
enough. They leveraged all their credit and assets, even their
home to kick-start their dream.
Mary had just given birth to their second son and started
working 13 hour shifts with a two month old baby while
jugging her many responsibilities as front manager, ofﬁce
administrator, bookkeeper and marketing mogul. Kang was
the chef, handling maintenance, kitchen management, and
the food visionary behind the menu. As the demands of
motherhood increased, Mary left the restaurant and offered as

The Nhin Family at Nhinja Sushi & Wok, Kang, Mary, Michael, Kobe, and Jojo Nhin
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much support as she could from home.
He went to work early and came home late, making sure the
restaurant was pristine, every plate presentation perfect, and
every item fresh and prepared to the highest standards.
“We couldn’t fail. We had all our money tied up into this
place,” said Kang.
Excruciating hours and the stress of their entire future
riding on the restaurant took its toll on Kang, but by 2007 his
restaurant was a success when they broke a million dollars in
sales. During those years, Kang developed an addiction to
alcohol to cope with the stress of running the business.
Interacting with customers was also not easy for Kang.
“When Mary stepped out, it was difﬁcult for me because I’m
not a person who is very social. I was always stuck in that
corner. When I was here day in and day out, that bar was my
friend. I would take a shot before I would talk to anyone, for
courage, because I felt like I couldn’t talk to anyone unless I
was relaxed.”
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A DUI was the wakeup call he needed. Kang bounced back
from his addiction with more passion and vision for an even
brighter future for his family. Kang and Mary envisioned
Nhinja Sushi & Wok as a new Asian restaurant that would
appeal to families with young children as a fresh casual
dining experience.
“You order and pay at the counter, but the food is cooked
fresh and brought to your table,” said Mary. “At fast casual,
the food is just sitting there behind the counter. The fresh
casual and fast casual is the fastest growing niche in the
industry.”
Looking back, Kang is thankful for being brought up in a
hard-working immigrant family and for the woman by his side.
“My wife spent a lot of time supporting me. Now sitting
here, I thank her and love her so much for the support. We
learned a lot.”
For locations, menu and ordering information visit
kangsasiankitchen.com or nhinja.com n

WINE
Grenache coming into its own
in Oklahoma
by Greg Horton

I

n spite of being one of the most widely
planted red grapes in the world, Grenache is
just now coming into its own in Oklahoma
as a varietal people seek out. Fans of
French wines have been drinking Grenache in
wines from the Southern Rhone Valley for
centuries, and its reputation in Spain, where it is
known as Garnacha, has been built on incredibly
affordable wines with great taste and character.
France and Spain have the longest history with Grenache, so
the consistency of their wines is hard to beat. Some of the
French wines are legitimate icons, Chateauneuf-du-Pape being
chief among them. Also in the southern Rhone Valley
is Domaine Gramenon, home of legendary winemaker
Michele Aubery-Laurent.
Gramenon produces eight variations of singlevarietal Grenache, as well as some blends. As an
introduction to French Grenache, it would be hard to
surpass Domaine Gramenon Les Laurentides, a
Grenache made from 50-year-old vines. The
limestone in Gramenon soil adds a strong
backbone of minerality to Aubery-Laurent’s
wines, and like all Grenache, dark fruit and
spices are prominent.
Yet another female winemaker, Marine
Roussel, produces the outstanding L’O de Joncier
from Domaine du Joncier. This single-varietal
Grenache is made from younger vines than the
Gramenon, and the soils are alluvial instead of
limestone, so there is much more fruit and much
less minerality. The L’O still has great structure
and balance, though, and at about $20, it is an
easy choice to start experimenting.

Whereas the French wines tend toward the pricey side, the
Spanish Garnacha tends to run under $20, and often under
$15. Jorge Ordonez is one of the best importers of Spanish
wines in the world, and several wines from his portfolio are
available in the state. The Borsao Tres Picos Garnacha is one
of the best value wines available anywhere, and as such, it is
a great place to start trying Spanish wines. Expect plenty of
red and black fruit, pepper and spices from the Spanish stuff.
It lacks the elegance of the French wines, but it is far more
approachable as a rule.
California has had the most success with Grenache in the
U.S. The longer growing season helps the slow-ripening
grapes achieve the proper balance of acid, fruit, and
sugar. California has its share of worldrenowned winemakers, and Tuck
Beckstoffer certainly qualiﬁes. His Melee
Grenache is an homage to the wines he
loved from France, and in a rare
moment of serendipity, he actually
found a vineyard with limestone in
the soil. The Melee is big and
dense, and it is packed with fruit.
Finally, Stolpman Vineyards from
Santa Rita Hills in California is
brand new in Oklahoma. The winery
produces several Rhone-style wines,
and their Grenache is fermented in
concrete tanks, so oak doesn’t get in
the way of the pure expression of
Grenache. Tons of white pepper
combines with candied red fruit to
make a lighter but still structured
version of Grenache. n
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LIVING
Historic Osler building becomes
boutique Ambassador hotel
by Tim Farley

T

he Ambassador, a unique boutique hotel in the
heart of Midtown, offers an expanded menu of
amenities, personal service and history that is
foreign to most of its competitors.

The 54-room hotel has a style of architecture that dates back to 1928
when the ﬁrst three ﬂoors were constructed. Listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, the former Osler Building is the best example of the Mission
and Spanish Eclectic architecture in Oklahoma City, said Ambassador General
Manager Jeff Erwin. It’s also one of only three U-shaped buildings in
Oklahoma City.
The fourth, ﬁfth and six ﬂoors were added in 1929 and the top ﬂoor was
built in 1946, according to author Bradley Wynn’s book, “Images of America –
Oklahoma City’s Midtown.”
The hotel, which now caters to travelers and local residents, once housed
44,000 square feet of medical ofﬁces. Among the physicians was Dr. Ray M.
Balyeat, a pioneer in allergy and asthma medicine. Balyeat established the
Oklahoma Allergy and Asthma Clinic, which is the oldest and most
respected in the nation.
Decades later, the Ambassador Hotel, located at 1200 N. Walker, opened
in March 2014, surpassing expectations in its ﬁrst year of operation, Erwin
said. The hotel’s restaurant, bar, catering operation and room reservations
showed an increase each month.
“It’s gone really, really well,” he said.
The hotel’s developers took possession of the gutted building in 2011 and
transformed it into an elegant and attractive hotel surrounded by an
emerging, energetic and vibrant neighborhood. The Ambassador also offers
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a contemporary twist of traditional furnishings with a rustic
look that features a scraped-wood look.
The Midtown area surrounding the Ambassador is considered
by Erwin as “organic,” a place where people come to live, work
and play.
“The atmosphere of this neighborhood is different than
anything else,” he said. “There is so much happening outside
our front door.”
One of the many amenities offered to Ambassador guests is
a complimentary shuttle to any event or place within a threemile radius, which includes the Chesapeake Energy Arena,
Civic Center, Cox Convention Center or Bricktown.
The Ambassador is part of a regional chain that includes
similar operations in Tulsa, Kansas City and Wichita.
“It has a residential feel like you’re in someone’s living
room,” Erwin said. “If a guest stays here and makes a
suggestion, we don’t have to go to Marriott and get an
exception. We can just go ‘that’s a great idea’ and do it. This is
a place for the traveler who wants a different experience
because of the cool neighborhood.”
Part of the charm is the ability to go to nearby restaurants,
bars, bowling alley or visit attractions like the Oklahoma City
National Memorial or the Overholser Museum.
“They can also jog Mesta Park and Heritage Hills, which is
absolutely beautiful,” Erwin said. n
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The exterior of the Ambassador Hotel, originally known as the Osler
Building, is the best example of the Mission and Spanish Eclectic
architecture in Oklahoma City.

Above, inside one of the rooms at the Ambassador Hotel.
Left, the relaxed atmosphere in the bar area.

The hotel’s developers took
possession of the gutted building
in 2011 and transformed it into
an elegant and attractive hotel.
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DESIGN
Archeology, Anthropology, Architecture…
“A” List of Careers Inspires Long Tenure in University Architecture
by M. J. Van Deventer

D

avid Stapleton never got too far
into the alphabet when
researching career options.

Now an architect, Stapleton said, “During high school,
my father wanted me to be an engineer. But I went
through the guidance books and determined I wanted to
be an archeologist, an anthropologist or an architect. I
never got out of the A’s.”

Stapleton’s father had a good reason for suggesting an
engineering career. That’s what he planned when World
War II intruded on his career path.
“After his military service, he returned to Kentucky
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to work for Pillsbury. He rolled dough at the Ballard
Biscuit Mill and retired in 1977 as vice president of
Pillsbury’s milling operations,” Stapleton recalled. “He
always thought a professional degree would allow me to
work with my mind, not necessarily my muscles!”
That “A” List stayed with Stapleton as he headed for
college. Having grown up in Kentucky, California, New
York and Illinois, he had already enrolled in the
University of Illinois’ architecture program when his
father was transferred to Enid, four weeks before
classes began.
“I was devastated to move to
Oklahoma,” Stapleton said. “I had no
idea what was here or why I should
come here. I must admit, I’ve been
working in Oklahoma since graduation
from the University of Oklahoma in
1974. My children are here. My family
moved here from Kentucky. This is
really a great place to be.”
A career in architecture seemed ideal
“because it seemed to capture the total
image of a man in charge with a focus
on design, thought, creativity and
building. The architecture curriculum
even said engineers worked for the
architect,” Stapleton joked.
“Architecture was compelling because
we get to do things most professionals don’t. We can
change and morph into many different entities and wear
many different hats. We can have a profound impact on
the lives of those who work, live and grow in the

David Stapleton in his office at UCO.
Right, One of Stapleton’s designs, the CTL-Perspective.

structures we ‘imagine’ and can create.
Architecture doesn’t have to repeat. Each project
must be different and better than the last. Each
client has different goals and ideals that must be
met for the project to truly succeed.”
STAPLETON RECEIVED A BACHELOR of
Science Degree in Environmental Design and a
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Architecture. He
worked for OU’s Architecture Services for 22 years,
after receiving his architect’s license. He joined the
University of Central Oklahoma faculty in 1999 as
director of architectural and engineering services
and university architect.
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Rendering of the River Front Boat House on the Oklahoma River south of downtown Oklahoma City.

He found working in university environments an
exciting challenge. Numerous buildings on the OU
campus reflect his professional influence. Among them
are the Sam Noble Museum of Natural History, Sarkey’s
Energy Center, the Neustadt Wing of the Bizzell
Memorial Library and an addition to the OU Law Center.
“During my tenure at OU, I was project architect/
manager for more than $500 million in capital
improvements, including multiple renovations, new
buildings, furniture designs, bid packages and campus
landscape projects,” he said.
The latter included the four-year David Ross Boyd
tree planting programs that greatly enhanced the visual
appeal of the OU campus.
The Museum of Natural History project was “one of
the most complex and gratifying projects, by far” of
Stapleton’s career. “The project took great effort from
all members of the team and the project had a destiny
to be created. Dr. Michael Mares, PhD, Director of the
Museum, simply would not accept anything less than
the best possible outcomes to preserve the history of
this area, the state and its inhabitants. That forced us,
as architects and exhibit designers to believe, accept
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and embrace his passion as ours. I believe we succeeded
well beyond most of our beliefs.”
Stapleton sees OU’s Sarkeys Center as a significant
trend setter in architecture.
“The Center began a process within Oklahoma Higher
Education for combining multiple colleges, institutes
and programs into one facility and, in essence, forcing
the occupants to collaborate. It was a very successful
model for creativity, research and interactive education.
Yet, it was done during a 10-year span of some of the
worst bust times in Oklahoma,” he said.
He also sees UCO’s Wellness Center as a trend setter
for other projects on the campus he now serves.
“It became the image for UCO during the early 2000’s
in that it captured the essence of the history of UCO in
the imagery and design of the building. It became the
trend setter for other UCO projects that followed,
including the Webb Forensic Science Institute, the
Center for Transformative Learning, the new Wantland
Football Stadium and Pressbox and The Quad, new
student housing currently under construction,” he said.
Stapleton’s current UCO project, the renovation of
Old North is “one of the most interesting projects I’ve

Above, Stapleton says his current UCO project, the
renovation of Old North is “one of the most interesting
projects I’ve ever worked on.
Right, the Forensic Science Institute at UCO

ever worked on. It is also more professionally and
emotionally challenging than I ever imagined it could
or would be.”
The building is a UCO campus icon. Demolishing it
seemed unthinkable. Its rich history resonates strongly
with students, faculty and alumni. University officials,
including Stapleton, believed renovation, not

demolition, was the only survival tactic for Old North.
It was the original Oklahoma Territorial Normal
School, the first building in the state dedicated to
higher education. It played a major role in the lives of
young adults within the state, even before statehood.
For all its importance it was deemed a “decrepit”
building in 1906. The renovation, scheduled for
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OAR - Arcadia Boat House

completion in 2016, will enhance
and capture the spirit of UCO,
Stapleton believes.
Having devoted his career to
campus environments, Stapleton
considers what a student might ask
who wishes to follow in his footsteps.
“Ask us about our profession,” he
suggests. “Architecture has
so many avenues, not just
design. Architects are
trained to think creatively, to
solve complex problems, to
resolve very difficult choices.
Architects provide great
places for living, learning,
working and participating in
the planning of towns,
universities, regions, and often, the
arts, which allow others to share in
the imagery and grandeur of distant
places.”
If someone wants to be an
architect, they must be good at
multi-tasking.
“We must be fluent in accounting,
construction, business practices,

construction law. Architecture is so
complex, it helps to be able to
envision in 3D. It is also important
to listen. What we think may simply
not be what is being requested.
From my experience, architects
seem to be able to multitask with the
best of them.”

AutoCAD or Revit lets us design
something, it doesn’t mean it should
be done.”
Stapleton always remembers a
comment from his grandfather about
work.
“He said, ‘Work is something you
hated but had to do. But, if you
could find something you loved
to do you would never have to
work a day in your life.’ As a
youngster, I really didn’t
understand what he was saying
but now I really have to agree
with him. I’ve certainly loved
those days that were not work. It
—David Stapleton has been really great to get paid
to do what I do. Certainly some
AFTER A LONG CAREER,
times are better than others but I
Stapleton said he doesn’t fit into
wouldn’t trade my career for
anyone’s mold as an architect.
anything else - not even
“I admit I’m not really an
anthropology or archeology.” n
architect’s architect. I don’t delve
into theories of design and believe
some styles are better, more
important or influential than others.
I also believe just because

“I wouldn’t trade my
career for anything else–
not even anthropology or
archeology.”
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DESIGN

EAT
DRINK
ENJOY
—
The Results of a Great Kitchen Remodel
IS 2015 GOING TO BE THE YEAR
you ﬁnally take the big leap and
remodel your kitchen?
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JO MEACHAM, KITCHEN DESIGNER AND OWNER of Urban
Kitchens in Oklahoma City, has been working as a kitchen
designer and contractor for more than 15 years in the
Oklahoma City metropolitan area.
“We all know that the kitchen has become the most
important room in the house. It is where we interact with our
friends and family. Cooking, working, homework, parties, and
just hanging out…The kitchen is the place to be,” she said.
“Dreaming of a new kitchen has become a national pastime.”
Making dreams come true takes time and, of course, money.
Many times the kitchen and bathrooms are the last rooms to
remodel because of the costs and the inconvenience. That is
what makes a house with remodeled kitchens and baths so
attractive to home buyers. But, don’t wait to remodel when you
think you are going to move! Remodel when you are planning
to stay in your home at least ﬁve more years and enjoy the
opportunity to design and build the dream kitchen.

Steps to a Successful Kitchen Remodel
The Cost. The budget for a remodeling project is very
important. Today’s homeowner wants to know how the money
spent on a remodeling project is going to affect the value of
their home. Kitchens and bathrooms are the most expensive
rooms to remodel, especially when the room has not been
updated in more than 20 years! Updating these rooms can
include removing walls and rearranging ﬁxtures. Kitchens are
opened into living areas and breakfast rooms, showers are
enlarged and glass walls added, and many times changes
require investments in electrical and plumbing upgrades.
Everything adds up.
“I always ask my clients to give me a budget before we
begin the design process,” said Meacham. “If you don’t know
what a kitchen costs, you usually know what you want to
spend. Do your research and have an idea of what you can
afford and what you know you will have to spend to get what
you want.”
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Remodeling kitchen projects are generally
divided into three categories:
• A MAKEOVER. Makeovers generally don’t include any
changes to the cabinets. New countertops, backsplashes,
sinks and faucets can be installed and can give your
kitchen a completely new look while you spend the least
amount. Add some new appliances and you may be good
to go for another ﬁve to 10 years. Cost for makeover:
$4,000 - $15,000.
• A MINOR REMODELING PROJECT. A minor remodeling
project is a Makeover Plus. This type of project may
include removing a wall and installing new ﬂooring. The
cabinets may be painted or new doors and drawers may
be built for the existing cabinets. Cost for Minor
Remodeling Project: $20,000 - $40,000.
• MAJOR REMODELING PROJECT. This project includes
removing the existing kitchen and starting over! Cost for
a major remodeling project: $40,000 to $150,000.
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“Clients generally have at least one thing that they want
more than anything else. Sometimes it is expensive tile.
Others dream of farm sinks. Gourmet chefs are often looking
for that perfect range. I advise clients that it is often possible
to include that “one” item, but think about how we might save
in other areas. Remodeling is always a compromise.”

The Function of Your Kitchen
Are you a cook? Do you like to entertain? Do you have
children? Some clients don’t cook at all! Cook or no cook, the
kitchen is still the heart of the home. At Urban Kitchens we
work with our clients to ﬁnd out how the kitchen will be used.
Here are some of my typical questions?
• Where do you put your phone or your purse when you
come in the back door?
• Where is your junk drawer?
• What problem are you trying to solve?
• Who is the cook and how do they cook?
• How many people cook at one time?

• Do your children help?
• Where do you feed your pets?
• Do you use the kitchen as an ofﬁce?
• Is a TV required?
• Music?
• Can you see at night to cook?
• Are you looking for “maintenance free materials?”
Kitchen designers are trained to be “kitchen counselors.”
The problem is the kitchen. The resolution is how to design a
new kitchen that meets the needs of the entire household.

After Function Comes Fun
The fun part of a new kitchen is how it looks! Budgets and
function aside, the design is what makes it worth the money,
the work, and the inconvenience. “I want my clients to have a
kitchen that inspires them every day. I want them to feel it was
more than worth it.”
The design or style of the kitchen can be easy or difﬁcult,
depending on the client. Many of today’s clients have been
conducting kitchen research for quite some time. New
websites like HOUZZ and Pinterest make it easy to collect
ideas for every part of the project. This type of client makes a
great design collaborator.
Other clients are looking for someone to offer them ideas.
These clients know what “looks good” but design doesn’t come
naturally to them. At Urban Kitchens we use the architecture of
the home to begin the design process.
• The Urban Kitchen Philosophy
• Urban Kitchens are thoughtfully designed to embrace
your home’s unique architecture, express your personality
and enhance your lifestyle.

Kitchen Trends
It is not hard to ﬁnd out what is popular in kitchen design
today. Just take a look at any magazine or ﬂip through HOUZZ .
The White Kitchen has ruled for the past six or more years with
the Shaker style kitchen the forerunner.
HOUZZ recently recognized Urban Kitchens with a Best of
HOUZZ 2015 award in the Customer Service category.
Clients and kitchen designers alike have been enamored
with White, White, White! This trend is probably here to stay
but light stained wood cabinets, gray painted cabinets and a
mixture of transitional/contemporary cabinet styles are also
popular.

Professional kitchen designers ensures that the cabinet
design reﬂects how the customer will use the kitchen as well
as the design of the exterior of the cabinets. New products are
developed every year and it is the job of the designer to let the
customer know what is available.

“Clean design is very popular. These ideas ﬁt with our fastpaced lives and our desire to keep it simple. Decluttering also
plays an important role in kitchen design. Older clients want
to downsize their kitchen clutter and get organized,”
Meacham said.
More than half of Urban Kitchens’ clients are empty nesters.

Kitchen Parts
CABINETS
If storage is the number one concern of clients, then
cabinets are the answer. Today’s kitchen cabinets are built as
specialized storage with convenience. The number one request
is for solid wood drawers with dove tail connections and full
extension soft close guides. This allows for the drawer to pull
out 100 per cent and to close with the touch of a ﬁnger! The
storage is increased by one-third when you can use the back
half of the drawer and see everything.
Clients often ask if cabinets from companies like Crystal
Cabinet Works and Showplace Wood Products are “custom.”
Today cabinets made by reputable manufacturers can be
totally customized. None of these cabinets are sitting on a
shelf ready to be sent out. Each cabinet order is made using
the design and drawings submitted by the kitchen designer.
These cabinets are made using the latest technology, the best
materials and under the ﬁnest conditions. Cabinet companies
are required to be environmentally safe and have very strict
recycling standards.
The ﬁnish on a cabinet produced in a factory is far superior
to any locally painted cabinet. The ﬁnish is professionally
applied and it is followed by a heated process that hardens
the paint or stain and ﬁnish. This type of ﬁnish has been
developed to last the lifetime of the cabinet.
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APPLIANCES
Appliances are a substantial portion of the kitchen
remodeling budget. Kitchen appliance packages are available
from $4,000 to $40,000 depending on your budget and your
speciﬁcations. One client may want to spend more on a oversized refrigerator and another may want a professional style
range. This is one area that customers can beneﬁt by doing
their homework.
One of the most popular appliance lines is Kitchen Aid.
Appliances from this company are in the mid range for costs.
Wolf, SubZero, Dacor, Thermador and others such as Miele are
luxury lines. Generally builders select Whirlpool and Frigidaire
for starter homes and mid range residences.
“I am often asked if the same line of appliances has to be
used throughout the kitchen. It is common today to mix
brands but I advise clients to compare the look of each
appliance with the others and make sure the design is similar.
Often you can ﬁnd different brands with similar handles and
that can work. It is important to have each appliance ﬁt your
speciﬁcations,” Meacham said.
COUNTERTOPS
While granite countertops remain popular, the quartz manmade countertops are gaining popularity. Quartz countertops
provide a better selection of lighter colors and can be easier to
maintain. Granite, however, will remain the choice when the
client is looking for the WOW factor! In the last few years there
has been a dramatic increase in the selection of granite and
natural quartz. A trip to one of the granite yards in Oklahoma
City will surprise most customers with the amount of granite
to view.
The cost of quartz countertops is comparable to granite, but
generally about 10 to 25 percent more than the basic granite
color selections.
While there are other countertop options such as wood,
stainless steel, zinc, copper and glass, customers may not
choose these with resale in mind. Both granite and quartz are
easy to maintain and will last the lifetime of the kitchen.

BACKSPLASH
Subway tile still rules the backsplash! White ceramic tiles,
marble subway tiles and glass subway tiles continue to be
popular. Backsplash designs and materials should be
appropriate for the style of the kitchen and be a great
backdrop. Traditional kitchens tend to use stone while
contemporary kitchens gravitate towards ceramic
backsplashes.
Some clients are interested in stainless steel backsplashes.
You should consider not using stainless steel if you don’t like
the way your stainless steel refrigerator looks when it has not
been recently cleaned. A stainless steel backsplash is hard to
reach and shows the results of any type of cooking, particularly
grease spots.
At Urban Kitchens we encourage the use of a neutral
backsplash. Since most customers have a variety of items in
front of the backsplash including small appliances, most of
the design is hidden. The backsplash is one place where you
can save or you can spend since tile ranges in price from $3 a
square foot to more than $50 a square foot.

How to Save Money When
Remodeling Your Kitchen
The best way to save money is to completely plan your
kitchen before you begin construction. Every selection should
be made before you start and the contractor should know if all
of the materials are available or when they will be available.
“I don’t want to ask my customer questions after we start a
project. The decisions should be made and everyone should be
in agreement. Changing your mind after the construction
begins is the best way to go over budget,” said Meacham.
At the beginning of the project when you set your budget you
should know that it is almost impossible to get everything you
want for the amount of money you want to spend. Hence the
saying “I have champagne tastes and a beer budget.” Even
contractors are surprised when they are asked to ﬁnd certain
materials or ﬁxtures. If you know the “one” thing you have to
have is going to be expensive, try to ﬁnd substitutes for other
items that are not as costly.
Sometimes waiting is the way to save money. Often clients
are not going to be happy unless they have everything they
want. Maybe the project needs to be held off for a year or two
until the budget is larger.
Do it yourself. The do-it-your-selfers that can save money by

acting as their own general contractor are few and far
between. If you have managed contractors before for smaller
projects and can be readily available to manage the
subcontractors that you need for the job, you may save money.
If you are capable of performing some of the work, this is also
a great way to save money. Sometimes customers are able to
do tasks such as demolition and painting. Another money
saver. If you have never managed any type of remodeling
project and are not able to perform any of the work you should
be aware that this can often cost more than hiring
professionals.
Jo Meacham graduated from the University of Oklahoma
with a master’s in architecture. She has been designing and
building kitchens since 1999. Before Jo changed careers she
was a historic preservation consultant. Urban Kitchens
specializes in designing kitchens for historic residences and
mid-century modern and contemporary homes. The Urban
Kitchens showroom is located at 3515 Classen Boulevard in
Oklahoma City. n
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ART
Diverse Exhibits Entice
National Cowboy Museum Visitors
by M. J. Van Deventer

Stunning photographs by the late Ansel Adams…
Portraits of women in the American West…
World conﬂicts cast in bronze…

T

his unusual trio of exhibitions is on the
winter and early spring playbill for
visitors touring the National Cowboy &
Western Heritage Museum. Each exhibit
offers a unique viewpoint on some aspect of the
nation’s ever-evolving view of the West.

Ansel Adams: Masterworks from Turtle Bay
Ansel Adams was well known for his illuminating
photographs of the American West with most of them
presented in sharply contrasting black and white tones.
Museum visitors will see Adams’ intense love of the
landscape in these historic photographs.
Adams was born in 1902 in San Francisco and had an
unconventional childhood. He was shy and introverted. He
was home-schooled by his parents and an aunt, loved walking
in sand dunes, on beaches and by Lobos Creek near his home.
He excelled in piano lessons but disliked arbitrary rules.
His world view was broadened at age 13 when his father
bought him a year’s pass to the Panama Paciﬁc International
Exposition. A year later, in 1916, two turning points changed
his life. He vacationed in Yosemite National Park with his
parents, who gave him a Kodak No. 1 Box Brownie camera.
Yosemite and the camera gave Adams a new lens to view
the world.

Cowgirl and Her Star Puppy by William Medcalf
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beauty of nature’s monuments, he is
regarded by environmentalists as a
national institution.”
Adams died April 22, 1984 and his
exquisite portraits are still considered of
immense value. The exhibit opens Feb.
28 and is on view through May 10.

Madonnas of the Prairie

Robert E. Lee and Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson memorial sculpture in Baltimore, Maryland, by Laura
Gardin Fraser. © Dickinson Research Center, National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

In 1927, at age 25, Adams
photographed the sheer face of Half
Dome in Yosemite, a pivotal nature
portrait that changed his career.
According to the Museum, “Adams
spent countless hours ﬁnding views of
various landscapes - magniﬁcent, quiet,
meaningful - and then more hours
waiting for the light to be right, then
time in his darkroom processing and
printing. He used his masterpieces to
share places in this country, mostly in
the West, which many people would
never have seen.”
This exhibit features 47 works from
the collection of the Turtle Bay
Exploration Park in Redding, California.
Two thirds of these images served as a
representation of his life’s work titled
“The Museum Set.” Adams thought

these works represented his most
famous and best-loved photographs.
Adams chose these images, rather
late in his career, to portray his elegant
details of nature, architectural studies,
portraits and breathtaking landscapes.
He achieved great distinction in his
career and was called “the elder
statesman of photography, the
photographer laureate and champion of
the American West.” In 1968, he was
awarded the Interior Department’s
Conservation Service Award, which
praised his work as a photographer,
artist, interpreter and conservationist.
In 1980, he received the Presidential
Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest
civilian honor for “his efforts to preserve
this country’s wild and scenic areas,
both on ﬁlm and on earth. Drawn to the
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In this exhibit, more than 100 works of
art focus on women of the late 19th
century through today as seen through
the talents of numerous artists. From
victims to passive observers, from
frontier damsels in distress to those
migrant women who shepherded their
family on westward journeys, women
have captured the imagination of artists
for centuries.
The exhibit was organized by the
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum in
Canyon, Texas. It opens Feb. 28 and is
on view through May 10. Visiting Curator
Michael Grauer said, “American artists
often depicted these frontier women as
victims, passive observers, or merely
passengers in the settlement of the
American West.
“Frontier damsels in distress frequently
graced Western dime novels. Other artists
chose to portray these women in the
guise of a Madonna ﬁgure based on
renaissance and Pre-Raphaelite
paintings of the Virgin Mary. Biblical
descriptions of Israelites wandering in
the wilderness offered a template for the
holiness of the migrant family.”
Other artists painted Western women
as beautiful objects to be admired, with
no true role except to stand by the corral
gate, watching their men ride away. Wild
West shows changed that view with
portraits of women trick riders and
shootists, Grauer notes.

The 20th century inspired women in
much more active roles. They plowed
ﬁelds, picked cotton, herded cattle and
rode bucking horses. In the early 1900s,
American companies ~ Coca-Cola,
Kodak, Kellogg’s ~ used women’s
images to market their products. With
the advent of television westerns,
Western pin-up girls captured artists’
attention.
This colorful tribute to the
“Madonnas” of the West opens February
13 and runs through May 10. Several
educational programs are scheduled in
connection with the exhibit.

Women’s Sculptures
Pay Tribute to War
Laura Gardin Fraser and Glenna
Goodacre were born worlds and wars
apart but both shared a passion for
sculpture that now pays tribute to the
veterans of war.
The exhibit, “Conﬂict Cast in Bronze,”
opened January 17 and runs through
July 12. The exhibition is drawn from
materials housed in the Museum’s
Dickinson Research Center and loans
from Goodacre, a Santa Fe sculptor whose
work is on view at the Museum and at
the JRB Art Gallery in Oklahoma City.
Fraser’s life size sculpture of Robert E.
Lee and Stonewall Jackson was dedicated
in 1948 in Baltimore, Md. It portrays the
ﬁnal parting of Lee and Jackson.
A Baltimore banker, J. Henry Ferguson,
bankrolled the sculpture with a
$100,000 gift to Baltimore’s Municipal
Art Society. The Confederate Generals
were his childhood heroes and he
wanted children to have a reminder of
them.
Goodacre’s poignant Vietnam Women’s
Memorial was the result of a decade-

East Texas Gold Star Mother by Reid Crowell

long struggle between several Vietnam
women veterans and government
agencies to honor the 11,500 women
who served in the Vietnam Conﬂict.
Her sculpture was dedicated Nov. 11,
1993 in the nation’s capitol. The late J.
Carter Brown, then chairman of the
Washington, D.C. Commission on Fine

Arts, said, “Rather than drawing on a
single moment in time, her sculpture
provides a metaphor for war as
experienced by those whose heroic
contributions have been so often
ignored. The bronze brings to life the
urgency and pathos of the ﬁeld, as well
as the searing introspection that
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Glenna Goodacre inspects part of the Vietnam Women’s Memorial. © 1993 Jafe T. Parsons

continues long, long after.”
Goodacre commented: “That my hands can shape the clay
which might touch the hearts and heal the wounds of those
who served ﬁlls me with humility and deep satisfaction.” The
20th anniversary of the sculpture’s dedication in 2013 drew
thousands of people of all ages to view the memorial and
honor the women it represents.
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Goodacre’s life-size sculpture of President Ronald Reagan is
on view at the National Cowboy Museum. A solo exhibition of
her work was featured at the JRB Art Gallery in The Paseo in
2011 and several sculptures remain in the Gallery’s collection.
For additional information about the Museum, upcoming
exhibitions and educational programs, call (405) 478-2250. n

Miraflex:
A New Generation of Pain Relief
by Mindy Ragan Wood

P

ain is an unfortunate part of
life for millions of Americans.
Athletic and trauma injuries,
degenerative diseases like
arthritis and gout, or muscular
problems are common reasons people
require pain relief.

HEALTH

Over-the-counter (OTC) pain pills and topical
creams have long been the drugs of choice, but
now a new technology in topical pain relief has
emerged.
Miraflex is a topical analgesic that uses
maximum pain relievers which penetrate more
deeply into the skin. Miraflex, which is
formulated by Longeva Labs in Oklahoma City, is
different than other products like Bengay and Icy
Hot because in addition to pain relievers, the
formula contains natural anti-inflammatories that
absorb easily through the skin.
The product launched last March and is sold
around the world, including many outlets in
Oklahoma City.

MSM (organic sulfur) and emu oil are well
documented natural anti-inflammatories. MSM
has been widely used in equine performance to
reduce inflammation in race horses and is a
popular supplement in whole food stores for joint
support. The emu oil in Miraflex is patented and
certified by the American Emu Association, and
is also used for joint and muscle pain.
Miraflex addresses both the issues of
inflammation and pain.
“Most people don’t realize that inflammation
isn’t pain, it’s a cofactor in the pain process.” said
Executive Vice President, Bob Bray. “Pain is a
signal from the brain that can be temporarily
interrupted but inflammation is resident in the
area of the trauma or disease and destroys tissue.
It fights your body getting better. That’s why
people have chronic pain, because they have
chronic inflammation. When we focused on the
formula we wanted to create something that didn’t
mask the symptom, but we wanted to help the
cause of the problem.”
Another key to the formula’s success is aloe
vera. Penetration through the skin
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Miraflex is available at Akins Whole Food
stores, Mercy Hospital pharmacies and
physical therapy centers, Thrifty and Nichols
Hills drug stores, and at miraflexworks.com.
Executive Vice President Bob Bray, left, holds a tube of Miraflex while Operations Director Tripp Cunningham looks on.

occurs more quickly and carries the soothing formula to
the affected area, delivering a more complete pain
relief and recovery. “Skin is designed to not let
anything get through it,” said Bray, “but aloe vera
easily passes through human skin and easily carries
your analgesics and anti-inflammatories to where
they’re supposed to go. The result is you get faster and
more complete delivery of the medication. That’s why it
works so quickly and why you’ll ultimately use less,
because your body is getting better.”
Miraflex is getting a lot of attention from professionals
who use and recommend it.
Dr. Zane Uland, an orthopedic surgeon in Oklahoma,
specializes in pain management.
“My practice consists of young, athletic people,
weekend warrior adults and also the elderly. Certainly
as we age, we develop pain and disability in our joints.
Miraflex is outstanding in that it provides pain relief as
well as an increased range of motion in the joint. I
enthusiastically recommend Miraflex to my patients
because I have seen decrease in pain, increase in range
of motion, and improved quality of life in my patients.”

Compounding pharmacist Michael Lenzner
recommends it to his customers.
“I’ve been a compounding pharmacist for over 30
years and I’ve seen a lot of pain relievers. Miraflex has
a formulation that delivers fast pain relief directly to
the source of pain. It combines what I like to call the
good stuff all into an easy to apply, affordable formula.
I’m excited to recommend it because it really works.”
Joey Sisco, who is an American Motorcross X-Games
and Supercross Rider, has had multiple injuries and
started using the formula.
“Miraflex has given me the pain relief I’ve been
looking for,” he said.
Miraflex is sold in Akins whole food stores, Mercy
Hospital pharmacies and physical therapy centers,
Thrifty and Nichols Hills drug stores, and at
miraflexworks.com. Miraflex is available in 4 and 1
ounce tubes in addition to an oral joint and tissue
support formula called CX2 which contains proven
anti-inflammatory ingredients.
For more information, visit miraflexworks.com or call
800-299-1150. n

PETS

Furry Friends
Adopt a Pet, Save a Life

by Mindy Ragan Wood

A

ccording to the Humane Society of
the United States, a 2012 survey
showed 62 percent of American
households own a pet. While those
numbers may seem impressive, to
those who work in animal shelters
and with pet adoption groups, it just
means there’s more work to do.

Animal overpopulation is still a problem. Between
six and eight million dogs and cats enter American
shelters every year. The Oklahoma City Animal Shelter
accepted 26,000 animals, mostly dogs and cats, in 2014.
In 2007 they began partnering with local pet adoption
organizations, now more over 100 groups, who take in the
animals and see that they are adopted. They also offer
adoption directly through the shelter.
“In 2007 only about 20 percent of our animals left
alive, now we are 68 percent being adopted. Our ultimate
goal is 75 percent, just because we know that a
percentage of those animals can’t be adopted due to
temperament or health issues. We do know some shelters
are hitting 80 to 85 percent,” Jon Gary, unit operations
supervisor of the Oklahoma City Animal Shelter, said.
The Central Oklahoma Humane Society takes about 85
to 95 percent of their animals from the shelter.
“We think it’s important to go to the source with the
greatest number of intake, where we can help the most,”

said Sue Della Maddalena, executive director of the Oklahoma
City Animal Shelter.
Why should prospective pet owners consider adoption
instead of a purchasing from a breeder? While there are
reputable breeders, there are many who are not. Pets who
come from a puppy mill or irresponsible breeders can have
behavioral and health problems. Adoption fees are less
expensive, ranging from $60 to $150, compared to hundreds
of dollars for purebred dogs and cats. As many as 25 percent

of animals in shelters are pure bred, according to the U.S.
Humane Society.
Katie Boren, spokeswoman for Best Friends of Pets, said
saving pets is one of the best reasons to adopt.
“You’re truly saving a life if you adopt. A quarter of the pets
being euthanized every day are puppies and kittens
because there are not enough homes for them,” she said.
Adopted pets come with perks. Your dog may
already be housetrained, have good household
manners, and you’re more likely to get a pet that’s
right for the family. Most pet adoption services
require a questionnaire or interview to determine a good
ﬁt for the pet and owner to reduce the chances of the
animal becoming homeless again.
“Because the majority of the time animals go
into foster care and then our adoption center, the
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Oklahoma City
Animal Shelter
offers vetted pets for $60,
or $30 if the pet is over
age 4 or has been in the
shelter two weeks.

foster families can tell us if a dog is good with
cats, with kids, or with other dogs and if it’s house
trained,” Maddalena said. “We have a communal
cat room at the center, so we learn about the cats
while we watch them. Are you looking for a playful
cat, a laid back cat, or an affectionate cat? We
have a lot of people who are looking for very
speciﬁc things.”
Shelters and pet adoption groups typically
deworm, vaccinate, and sterilize their animals,
which easily saves a couple hundred dollars for the
new owner. For example, the Oklahoma City Animal
Shelter offers vetted pets for $60, or if the pet is
over age 4 or has been in the shelter two weeks,
the price drops to $30.
Because the secondary goal is to reduce
overpopulation, adoption agencies also offer
affordable sterilization services for pet owners who
haven’t yet spayed or neutered. Best Friends of
Pets partner with 300 metro area veterinary clinics
to offer affordable sterilization for low income
households at $20 for dogs, $10 for cats. Central
Oklahoma Humane Society has a sterilization clinic
and routinely runs promotions. In February for their
“Beat the Heat” special, a female cat can be
sterilized for $20. They will also offer free pet
adoption on February 14 for their “My Furry
Valentine” special.
Pet adoption groups are also a resource for
people who can no longer care for a pet. Life
changes like illness, divorce, job loss, or loss of a
loved can sometimes force an owner to rehome
their pet.
For more information about pet adoption or
sterilization services, visit bestfriendsokc.org,
okc.gov/animalwelfare, and okhumane.org. The
Central Oklahoma Humane Society has an adoption
center at two PetSmart locations, 7500 N. Western
in Oklahoma City and in Edmond at 1921 N.
Broadway. n
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MYSTERIES

by Don Swift

I

t has been almost 20 years since our city,
state, and nation was hit by the largest act
of domestic terrorism, from one of our own
U.S. citizens, in the history of America. The
Oklahoma City Alfred P. Murrah building
bombing delvered on April 19,1995, six years
before the 9/11/2001 World Trade Center tragedy
in New York City.
There is a new generation of citizens being born every day
and we want to do our part to recognize those who were killed
or injured, along with their families, as well as honor those who
came to their rescue: citizens, volunteers, and emergency
personnel - the ﬁrst responders.

With the success of the recent podcast, “Serial” - and we’re
not talking about breakfast cereal, but the 12 week serialized
podcast that had over 40-million downloads and counting
during the fall of 2014. We thought it would be ﬁtting to follow
in the footsteps of “Serial” and create a pilot podcast titled,
“We Will Always Remember” on the 20th anniversary of the
Oklahoma City bombing.
Under the umbrella website called realmysteries.us we are
launching 11 weekly episodes on Thursdays at 9:00 a.m.
starting February 12 and ending April 23, 2015 just a few days
before the annual Oklahoma City National Memorial and
Museum Marathon Race on Sunday, April 26 one of the top 12
“must run” marathons in the world reported by Runner’s World
magazine.
Week by week we will hear from eyewitnesses, ﬁrst responders,
FBI agents, media reporters, former Governor Frank Keating

Host Brenda Bennett

Brenda Bennett (right) hosts the Podcasts, starting with “We Will Always
Remember,” and wil share certain details and information that may be
new to many. The Oklahoma City Memorial to the Murrah Building
bombing victims is pictured above.

and many more! They will share what they experienced, what
they learned, and what we must always remember…We are
Oklahomans, We are Americans, and We are Strong.
A RECENT BESTSELLING BOOK by Kent Frates, “Oklahoma’s
Most Notorious Cases” was an inspiration to produce our ﬁrst
pilot podcast “We Will Always Remember.” Frates has included
in his book 17 chapters on the Oklahoma City bombing and
you will enjoy reading an in depth review of the people who
committed this horriﬁc crime. I can recommend this bestselling book by Frates.
Many of those involved with the rescue and recovery on April
19, 1995 vividly remember all that happened like it was
yesterday.
We want to preserve history with those who don’t consider

themselves heroes, but folks who have made it clear that they
were just doing their job.
We’ve already spoken with Jon Hansen, former Assistant Fire
Chief, Lt. Bruce Davis of the OKC police department, Bob Ricks
who was in charge of the FBI ofﬁce here in Oklahoma City,
Keating, Trooper Charlie Hanger, who arrested McVeigh on
April 19th, 1995. He is now Sheriff Hanger in Noble County.
There are too many names to list, but there were so many
people involved that day and throughout the next few years
that we want to memorialize their roles and just how great the
people of Oklahoma are and how they responded to this
horriﬁc event.
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You can download FREE the podcast app in iTunes for Apple iphones and ipads or at Google
Play and SoundCloud the Stitcher app for
Android phones and tablets or just sign up on
www.realmysteries.us to receive weekly emails
with a link to listen via streaming or
downloading each episode
from: www.realmysteries.us.
It’s a great group of people with huge hearts
putting this together and hopefully, down the
road, perhaps this could be used by educators
and others to help prevent something like this
from ever happening again.
Episode One airs February 12th. It is a
compelling series and we hope people will
download it and listen. There are amazing
interviews with well known folks and some notso-well-known folks. n

PODCAST SCHEDULE: “We Will Always Remember”
Thursday, February 12, 2015
Episode 01: Do you remember where
you were on that day April 19,
1995?
Thursday, February 19, 2015
Episode 02: The immediate response
(all the volunteers and various
agencies coming together)
Thursday, February 26, 2015
Episode 03: We got him – 77 minute
later (talking about the arrest of Timothy McVeigh)
Episode 04: Goes Live Thursday, March 5, 2015
Episode 05: Goes Live Thursday, March 12, 2015
Episode 06: Goes Live Thursday, March 19, 2015
Episode 07: Goes Live Thursday, March 26, 2015
Episode 08: Goes Live Thursday, April 2, 2015
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Episode 09: Goes Live Thursday, April 9, 2015
Episode 10: Goes Live Thursday, April 16,
2015
Episode 11: Finale Goes Live Thursday, April
23, 2015
We will discuss the issues of security and
living in a more secure, safer world and how
that would effect and relate to our individual
civil liberties which have been so sacred over
the years for all Americans.
Brenda Bennett will be hosting the 11 weekly episode
podcast and enjoy sharing certain details and information,
week by week, with what really happened, the who, the why,
and most importantly how to prevent something like this
from ever happening again.

Go to www.realmysteries.us and
SIGN UP TODAY.

Our host, Brenda Bennett

Welcome To Our Premier Mystery Podcast
Eleven Weekly Episodes
starting february 12, 2015

It’s FREE • Sign Up Today at www.realmysteries.us

ENTERTAINMENT
PERSONAL TALES OF FAILURE… AND LAUGHTER
Oklahoma comedian Ryan Drake releases first album,
“Drinking Games for One”
by Heide Brandes

R

yan Drake wants to make you laugh.
Most of the time, he said, he can. Some of the time, he crosses the
line, though he’s the ﬁrst to admit he doesn’t really know where that

line is.
He’s the king of Twitter one-liners, but he also uses his own failings to bring a
smile to others.
Sometimes he bombs on stage; other times, he brings down the house.
Ah, the life of a professional comedian.
Ryan Drake is one of Oklahoma’s rising stars in comedy, both on the stage and
on the radio. In January, he became the latest to release a live performance of his
comedy act with his ﬁrst album release, “Drinking Games for One Person.”

Funny Man
Drake’s album was released Jan. 13 via iTunes, Spotify and most
other digital music stores. His album’s release party, held Jan. 16
at Oklahoma City’s IAO Gallery on Film Row, also hawked roughly
50 more copies of the CD.
The album was recorded by Royce Sharp, mixed by Nicholas
Poss and the artwork was designed by Lesley Penhall.
“I started doing comedy in 2009, and this album is a
collection of nonsensical jokes and personal tales of failure,”
Drake said. “When I ﬁrst started doing comedy, I mostly told
one-liner jokes that focused on other people like actors,
athletes, etc. That’s what most of the middle of the record is.
But the album is bookended by personal stories that grew from
real life experiences with relationships and alcohol that I only
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recently became comfortable talking about.”
Drake was always the “funny one.” In high school, he used
comedy to offset his claimed “nerdiness” and the talent
extended into his adult life. In early 2007, he found the
perfect outlet in the social media outlet of Twitter.
“I made jokes and one-liners on Twitter and people started
responding,” he said. “For two years, I only did Twitter jokes
before I took to the stage.”
Drake’s ﬁrst stage performance was in 2009 during Open
Mic at Oklahoma City’s Looney Bin comedy club. He didn’t
invite any of his friends, just in case he bombed.
“The Looney Bin is a very easy room – the audience wants
to laugh and laughs at everything,” Drake said. “I crushed
it! I really killed it, and I got so high and mighty about it.”
When Drake was invited to do his act during open mic at a
club in Norman, he invited everyone he knew… and failed.
“I sucked so bad,” he said. “It was just crickets and
silence. I still do bad shows sometimes. It all depends on
the mood of the crowds.”
Comedy isn’t easy. Drake also knows it’s not something he
wants to do at the expense of other interests.
“It’s something I want to do forever, but it’s not all I want
to do,” he said. “I wouldn’t pursue it full-time. I’ve done a
few out-of-state gigs, and it’s a very hard life. Comedians
are sad a lot.”
However, averaging 10 shows a month, he’s on a roll. In
August of 2014, he ﬁnally recorded his act.
“I wanted something I could look back on 20 years from
now,” Drake said.

The Okie World of Comedy
“The OKC comedy scene has really exploded over the last
two years, and I think we have around 75 comedians that are
allowed to perform on a regular basis,” Drake said. “As we all
challenge each other and get better, the scene will only grow
stronger.”
Drake said comedy lovers will ﬁnd a mix of honesty and pure
fun in “Drinking Games for One.” He describes his humor as
self-depreciating, but only to a point.

“People tend to like it to a certain point, then they just feel
really sorry for me,” Drake said. “That’s when I switch back to
the one-liners and jokes.”
Drake is also a regular on the radio stations The Spy and
now KOSU. Before The Spy joined with KOSU, Drake had a noholds-barred radio talk show and several music programs. At
the end of January, he started a new show on KOSU at 8 p.m.
Wednesdays that highlights brand new music released each
week.
Meanwhile, he continues to pursue the world of comedy.
“I had such a panic attack an hour before I got on stage
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when I recorded the album,”
he said. “I had worked so
hard to get the show put
together and get sponsors
and everyone out there, that I
forgot that I actually had to
get on stage and perform. But
it was a great show. I think it
went well.”
As a comedian, Drake
believes he has grown. When he
started out, he went after the
reaction and attention. He
would purposefully insult or
outrage people just to get a rise.
Today, he wants a speciﬁc
reaction – laughter.
“I’m way more conscious about
what happens, and I bring
comedy to a more personal
place,” he said. “Two of my
favorite local comics, Zach Smith
and Josh Lathe, both released their
own excellent albums last year,
and I am happy to join them on this
path to try and get more eyes and
ears on Oklahoma City comedy.”
Drake’s album, “Drinking Games
for One” is available on Amazon,
iTunes, Spotify and other digital
media outlets. n
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MUSIC

MUSIC
American Singer, Songwriter, and Musician,

MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER
Coming to Oklahoma City Community College on March 30, 2015

M

ary Chapin Carpenter has won five
Grammy Awards and is the only artist
to have won four consecutive
Grammy Awards for Best Female
Country Vocal Performance, which she received
from 1992 to 1995. As of 2005, she had sold
more than 12 million records.]
On October 7, 2012, Mary Chapin Carpenter was inducted
into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame.
Carpenter spent several years early in her career singing in
Washington, D.C., clubs before signing in the late 1980s with
Columbia Records, who marketed her as a country singer.
Carpenter’s ﬁrst album, 1987’s Hometown Girl, did not
produce any singles, although 1989’s State of the Heart and

1990’s Shooting Straight in the Dark each produced four Top
20 hits on the Billboard country singles charts.
Carpenter’s most successful album to date remains 1992’s
Come On Come On, which yielded seven charting country
singles and was certiﬁed quadruple platinum in the U.S. for
sales exceeding four million copies. She followed it with
Stones in the Road (1994) and A Place in the World (1996),
which both featured hit singles. In the 2000s, Carpenter’s
albums departed both thematically and musically from her
early work, becoming less radio-friendly and more focused on
societal and political issues. Her most acclaimed and most
topical album to date, The Calling, was released in March
2007. She followed that with The Age of Miracles in April 2010
and Ashes and Roses in 2012.
Photo by Russ Harrington

CARPENTER WAS BORN on February 21, 2015 in Princeton,
New Jersey, to Chapin Carpenter, Jr., a Life Magazine
executive, and Mary Bowie Robertson. Carpenter lived in Japan
from 1969 to 1971 before moving to Washington, D.C. She
attended Princeton Day School, a private coeducational prep
school, before graduating from The Taft School in 1976.
Carpenter described her childhood as “pretty typical
suburban,” with her musical interests deﬁned chieﬂy by her
sisters’ albums of artists such as The Mamas & the Papas, The
Beatles, and Judy Collins. When Carpenter was 16 her parents
divorced, an event that affected Carpenter and that she wrote
about in her song “House of Cards.” Carpenter spent much of
her time in high school playing the guitar and piano; while at
Princeton Day School, her “classmates threatened to cut her
guitar strings if she played “Leaving on a Jet Plane” one more
time.” Despite her interest in music, Carpenter never
considered performing publicly until, shortly after graduating
from Taft, her father suggested that she perform at a local
open-mike bar, a stressful experience for the shy Carpenter,
who recalled, “I thought I was going to barf.” Carpenter also
hosted an open-mic night at a bar in the Cleveland Park
neighborhood of Washington, DC for a number of years.
Carpenter graduated from Brown University in 1981 with a
degree in American Civilization. Carpenter played some
summer sets in Washington’s music scene, where she met
guitarist John Jennings, who would become her producer and
long-time collaborator. However, she considered music a
hobby and planned on getting a “real job.” She brieﬂy quit
performing, but after several job interviews decided to return
to music. Carpenter was persuaded by Jennings to play
original material instead of covers. Within a few years, she
landed a manager and recorded a demo tape that led to a
deal with Columbia Records.
Carpenter’s awards are many:

ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC
1990 Top New Female Vocalist
1992 Top Female Vocalist
COUNTRY MUSIC ASSOCIATION
1992 Female Vocalist of the Year
1993 Female Vocalist of the Year
GRAMMY AWARDS
1992 Best Country Vocal Performance, Female - “Down at
the Twist and Shout”
1993 Best Country Vocal Performance, Female - “I Feel
Lucky”
1994 Best Country Vocal Performance, Female “Passionate Kisses”
1995 Best Country Album - “Stones in the Road”
1995 Best Country Vocal Performance, Female - “Shut Up
and Kiss Me”
HONORARY DEGREE
1996 Brown University

Photo by Russ Harrington

Lemuel Bardeguez, Director of Cultural Programs at
Oklahoma City Community College stated, “We are very
delighted and honored that Miss Carpenter has chosen our new
performing arts auditorium for her Oklahoma concert
performance. Our theater is uniquely suited for her concert and
in such an intimate setting…Also, we are pleased that we are
on track to become sold out for her concert.”

Despite a series of relationships, including one with John
Jennings, the media made much of Carpenter’s single status
throughout the nineties; in a 1994 proﬁle, Entertainment
Weekly even dubbed her “a spokes-singer for the
thirtysomething single woman”.
Throughout her career, she has actively supported various
charities, including CARE and Habitat for Humanity, and has
conducted fundraising concerts for such causes as the
elimination of landmines.
This will be one of those very special concerts you will not
want to miss. Contact Oklahoma City Community College for
more information. n
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MUSIC
ARMSTRONG AUDITORIUM

Season in Full Swing

The King’s Singers relax, B. Ealovega - photographer.
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EDMOND, OKLAHOMA

King’s Singers to perform February 24th
The King’s Singers, one of the world’s most celebrated all-male
a cappella ensembles, will perform Postcards From Around the
World at the Armstrong Auditorium in Edmond 7:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, February 24.
The King’s Singers are revered for their spot-on intonation,
impeccable vocal blend, ﬂawless articulation of the text,
incisive timing and mastery of an expansive repertoire
spanning centuries of great music. They have captivated
audiences worldwide with their charming British wit and their
stunning musical interpretations covering everything from
Bach to Bublé.
With a packed schedule of concerts and records, the
ensemble has performed to sold-out crowds at nearly every
prestigious concert hall and was inducted into the
Gramophone Hall of Fame, picking up a Grammy Award along
the way. The beloved sextet includes countertenors David
Hurley and Timothy Wayne-Wright, tenor Julian Gregory,
baritones Christopher Bruerton and Christopher Gabbitas, and
bass Jonathan Howard.
The King’s Singers present Postcards From Around the
World, a lively program of music from across the globe. Their
performance will feature select
favorites from their celebrated
new album, Great American
Songbook, including brand new
arrangements written
speciﬁcally for the group.

Venice Baroque Orchestra is scheduled to appear with mandolinist
Avi Avital. Photo © Harald Hoffman

“The King’s Singers have undoubtedly set the standard for
the art of unaccompanied singing, and we are thrilled to
present such an acclaimed ensemble to Oklahoma
audiences,” said Ryan Malone, Armstrong Auditorium concert
manager, “The crystal-clear quality of their tones matched
with our superior acoustics will create an incomparable
musical performance.”
Tickets to see The King’s Singers begin at $31 for balcony
seating and $71 for orchestra. For more information on ticket
options, subscriptions, group rates or current exhibits, please
visit www.armstrongauditorium.org or call 405-285-1010.
Armstrong Auditorium is located at 14400 S. Bryant in Edmond.

Mandolinist Avi Avital will be joined by the
Venice Baroque Orchestra March 3rd
Grammy-nominated mandolinist Avi Avital joins the Venice
Baroque Orchestra in a program of Italian Baroque
masterpieces at the Armstrong Auditorium 7:30 p.m., Tuesday,
March 3.
Recognized by the New York Times for his “exquisitely
sensitive playing” and “stunning agility,” mandolinist Avi
Avital is one of the world’s most exciting and entrepreneurial
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Avi Avital will perform with Venice Baroque Orchestra.
© Uwe Arens / Deutsche Gramophon

Renowned chamber orchestra to join pianist
Jeremy Denk in March 18th concert
musicians. Recently performing at musical festival South by
Southwest, he is committed to reviving the mandolin through
his virtuosic performances and commissioning new works for
the instrument.
Founded in 1997 by baroque scholar and harpsichordist
Andrea Marcon, the Venice Baroque Orchestra is recognized as
one of the premier ensembles devoted to period instrument
performance. Dedicated to the rediscovery of 17th and 18th
century masterpieces, the orchestra performs with either
instruments from the 18th century or modern copies.
“We are thrilled to experience the incomparable blend of the
Venice Baroque Orchestra and Avi Avital as they combine for a
relevant take on Baroque music,” said Ryan Malone,
Armstrong Auditorium concert manager. “Their exquisite
sounds paired with the brilliant acoustics of our auditorium
will create a truly enjoyable performance.”
Tickets to see Avi Avital joined by the Venice
Baroque Orchestra begin at $31 for balcony
seating and $71 for orchestra. For more
information on ticket options, subscriptions,
group rates or current exhibits, please visit
www.armstrongauditorium.org or call
405-285-1010.

The Academy of St. Martin in the Fields (youtube).
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The Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, critically acclaimed
as the ﬁnest chamber orchestra in the world, returns to
Armstrong Auditorium in Edmond 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, March
18, in a concert with pianist Jeremy Denk with a thrilling
program of Bach and Stravinsky concerti.
Renowned for its polished and reﬁned sound, rooted in
outstanding musicianship, the Academy of St. Martin in the
Fields remains one of the world’s most in-demand orchestras
after 50 years and countless tours and recordings. The
ﬂexibility of the original ensemble formed from a group of
leading London musicians in 1959 remains an Academy
tradition with Music Director virtuoso violinist Joshua Bell,
who recently took over from Sir Neville Mariner.
Denk, an acclaimed pianist, was the winner of a 2013
MacArthur Foundation “Genius” grant, the 2014 Avery Fisher

The Academy of St. Martin in the Fields (facebook).

Prize, and Musical America’s 2014 Instrumentalist of the Year
award. He is one of America’s most thought-provoking and
compelling artists, making appearances as a soloist with
some of the most distinguished orchestras in the world.
“They transﬁxed us the last time they were here, and we are
thrilled to announce this return engagement,” said Ryan
Malone, Armstrong Auditorium concert manager.
Patrons who attended the debut performance of the ASMF at
Armstrong Auditorium in October 2010 were vociferous with
praise for the orchestra’s music making, Malone said.
“It’s the perfect combination of our intimate hall,
outstanding acoustics, the ﬁnest chamber musicians, an
exquisite program brought to life by one of the greatest
pianists around today,” he said. “We expect audiences to rave
about this upcoming performance as well.”
Tickets to see the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields and
Denk begin at $45 for balcony seating and $97 for orchestra.

Pianist Jeremy Denk. Photo: Michael Wilson.

For more information on ticket options, subscriptions, group
rates or current exhibits, please visit
www.armstrongauditorium.org or call 405-285-1010. n
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Savannah Caroline Adkins

S

IXTY-SEVEN SWEETHEARTS will be presented during the 34th Oklahoma City Heart Ball
on Feb 28th, the most highly-anticipated fundraisers of the year for the American Heart
Association.
The Sweethearts are local high school students who participate in education and volunteer
programs for the American Heart Association throughout the school year.
The evening of entertainment and dance also included a live and silent auction with
valuable items donated by generous supporters.
The Sweetheart portraits are by W.L. Studios.

Madison Kay Baetz

Sidney Louise Bailey

Eleanoe Marie Bates

Kendall Mackenzie Bates

Milly Miranda Bock

Kaitlyn Bolin

Sophia Elizabeth Bonadeo

Abigail Grace Bowers

Sheridan Elizabeth Carter
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Katie Elizabeth Cheap

Presley Lane Cook

Madison Elizabeth Coury

Claire Elizabeth Darrow

Olivia Anne Derryberry

Catherine Anne Ecker

Maggie Elizabeth Ephraim

Allison Grace Farhood

Abigail Mae Garrett

Caitlyn Michelle Greene

Kiki Danielle Greene

Olivia Catherine Guyer

Arden Joy Hall

Jessica Dansey Hardin

Elizabeth Marie Knight

Callie Elizabeth Koch
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Mackenzie Anne Koch

Lindsay Ann Lawler

Shelby Nicole Little

Makenna Raechell Littlejohn

Kelsey Renee Mattocks

Mackenzie Lane McCuan

Sally Jane Merrill

Mary Elizabeth Milam

Madeline Grace Minnix

Caroline Grace Mullins

Madison Ann Victoria Murphy

Abigail Ruth Myers

Grace Elizabeth Pitman

Lauren Katherine Platt

Rian Nicole Porter

Caroline Jeannine
Rainbolt-Forbes
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Eleanor Jane Rainbolt-Forbes

Elizabeth Key Rawdon

Katherine Leigh Roberts

Sophie Marie Romano

Grace Evelyn Rykard

Sayde Lynn Saunders

Morgan Nicole Schwarz

Kaylee Nicole Scott

Faithlyn Taloa Seawright

Caroline Ann Slay

Mary Sarah Spanier

Jaycie Gay Strunk

Katherine Rose Sullivan

Heather Nicole Terry

Madeline Morgan Thrush-Cooley

Miranda Francis Tortoici
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Sophie Bea Trachtenberg

Brookelin Ann Urban

Katherine Elizabeth Vesper

Savannah Rian Vogler

Avery Dawn Wharton

Audrey Elizabeth Wheeler

Kathryn Elizabeth Wheeler

Alexandria Elizabeth Williams

Alexandra Grace Woford
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Oklahoma City Community College

Cultural Programs

OCCC 2014-2015 Performing Arts Series presents

Glenn Miller Orchestra
Presenting Sponsor: A Plus Cleaning

Chamber Orchestra Kremlin
Presenting Sponsor: Echols Law Firm







 

 









Mary Chapin Carpenter
with special guest Aoife O’Donovan

Pilobolus Dance Theater
Presenting Sponsor: Resthaven Funeral Home

All performances at the Visual and Performing Arts Center Theater
Tickets $15–$45, Mary Chapin Carpenter $28–$52, Pilobolus $25–$45
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t’s estimated more than 62 percent of people
celebrate Valentine’s Day by sending greeting
cards and flowers or enjoying romantic dinners.

While the holiday is associated with love and romance, Feb. 14 strikes fear
in the hearts of some men. They worry, they procrastinate and they don’t know
what to buy. Should the gift be extravagant or more traditional such as candy
and ﬂowers?
No need to stress. Just put some thought into the gift. Try to connect with
her personal passions or needs. And we’re not talking vacuum cleaner. A busy
wife and mother might just want some time to herself to recharge – and be
pampered. If she’s a techie, search out the latest gadget.
Here are a few other ideas.

• My Burberry, winner of Allure magazine’s
2014 award for best new scent, is a
delightful mix of sweet pea and bergamot
with geranium, freesia, patchouli and rose.
Eau de parfum, $95 to $125 at Dillard’s and
Macy’s, Penn Square Mall.
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• Instead of a heart-shaped box of drugstore
chocolates, give the good stuff. Bedre Fine
Chocolate, based in Davis, is known for its
delicious meltaways, bars, crisps and twists.
The newest product is chocolate coffee. Bedre
also creates custom chocolates for Neiman
Marcus, Bloomingdale’s and the Hard Rock
Hotel. Priced less than 40 cents for a
meltaway, Bedre is available at Route 66 in
50 Penn Place, Gourmet Gallery in Edmond
and Shoppes at Northpark and the
headquarters’ retail store in Davis, as well as
other locations.

• What woman doesn’t enjoy a little pampering? Surprise her with
a gift certiﬁcate for a massage, facial, manicure or pedicure. Or
go all out with a spa day. Check out the services at Cottonwood
Salon Spa in Edmond and Renaissance Salon and Spa.

• Begg of Scotland’s Wispy cashmere scarf
feels heavenly. It’s lightweight, thus the
name, and perfect to wrap around the neck
or shoulders. Cost is $425.at R Meyers.
Other colors are available.

• Crafted on the island of Bali, these sterling
silver woven bracelets are accented with
18-karat gold and gemstones such as
garnet, amethyst and topaz. The collection
by Oklahoma City-based Artista Designs
also includes rings, necklaces, crosses and
charms. Bracelets are $515 at R Meyers.

TECHNOLOGY

High-tech gadgets help with safety concerns

F

rom the time we leave home in the
morning until we return home at
night, our families go a hundred
different directions. Keeping loved
ones safe is a priority, but it’s not easy.
Thankfully, the trend in high-tech
“wearables” now goes beyond fitness
bracelets and ear buds to include
personal safety devices that connect us
to a family member or emergency help
with the touch of a button.

The GreatCall Splash with 5Star is an affordable
medical alert service that is now offered with a slim
and mobile device that works at home, across town
and around the country. The Splash is waterproof and
can be used in the shower in the event of a fall, and its
advanced GPS technology can accurately pinpoint a
location in an emergency. GreatCall’s care
agents are certiﬁed by the National
Academies of Emergency Dispatch, and
are trained to provide you with the best
possible help.
Our youngest family members are the
ones we keep track of the most. The LG
GizmoPal is a wearable accessory for
children ages four and older that can
easily make and receive calls to
pre-programmed contacts with a

Kevo Smart Lock
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The LG Giz

single button. Parents can also
locate the GizmoPal on a map from
their smartphones, so you can make sure
that your youngster safely arrived on their walk to
a friend’s house. The GizmoPal is waterresistant, durable and fun to wear, making it
perfect for any child, and it comes in either
blue or pink.
Home security is as important as personal
safety, that’s why home accessories like the
Kevo Smart Lock and DropCam are great
options. The Kevo Smart Lock detects when you
and your smartphone are at your door, and unlocks
with a single touch. Use the free mobile app to send,

DropCam.

temporarily disable and delete eKeys that you’ve
shared with others who need temporary access to
your house.
DropCam allows you to keep an eye on your home,
kids and pets even when you’re miles away. A builtin mic and speaker lets you connect
instantly with two-way
communication between you
and your home. Set the
motion-detection feature to
capture pictures of movement inside your home when you’re
away and to send you those photos by text or email when
movement occurs.
Verizon offers a variety of devices to help increase security
at home and provide loved ones with an additional tool for
help in an emergency in addition to being able
to locate family members. The
FamilyBase system from Verizon
gives parents insight and control
over when, how and with whom
their kids communicate on their
smartphone or tablet, from
identifying late night texting to
controlling data usage by line. See a
real-time dashboard of your child’s
wireless usage and know when and
how they use their phones and set
controls or limits on data, voice and
messaging and view a list of all the
applications installed on your child’s

device and which of those apps
they use the most. FamilyBase
lets you lock and unlock your
child’s phone remotely, deﬁne
restricted times of use and
explore the contacts your kids
have made, old and
new.
From busy school
days to afterschool activities, your family is on the go. Know their locations
right for your smartphone, whether they’re at the mall, on the
soccer ﬁeld or down the street. Family Locator provides precise
locations, including address and a detailed map with turn-byturn directions for your family members. Receive texts or
emails when family members leave or arrive at
selected locations such as school, work or home and
schedule automatic updates and have Family
Locator ﬁnd your family members every day at a
certain time and alert you with their locations.
There’s no replacement for active communication
between loved ones, but the right pieces of
technology can enhance our ability to protect our
family, our home and ourselves. n
This column was written by Verizon Oklahoma
Technology expert Rick Urias.
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